Discover an access management solution that delivers multiple access control modules in a
single solution to manage privileged accounts of users across the entire organization.

RevBits Privileged Access Management protects and monitors privileged accounts through a wide variety of modules, including
privileged access, privileged session, password, CI/CD integration, service account management, key management and certificate
management.

Privileged Access Management
NATIVE CLIENTS
As a result of an extensive reverse engineering effort
RevBits PAM uniquely supplies native clients on all
operating systems for all supported protocols. This
means privileged users are free to use any tool or
application of their preference to connect to their
assets while being fully protected by RevBits PAM
while maintaining the full functionality of the original
protocol. Native clients are available for SSH, RDP,
VNC, Telnet, Oracle, MS SQL, PostgreSQL, MySQL,
Cassandra…
WEB APP MONITORING
As companies are relying more and more on webbased applications (SaaS), RevBits PAM supports
onboarding and monitoring any HTTP application and
session.
EXTENSIVE MONITORING AND LOGGING
All privileged sessions can be both video and
keystroke recorded. All recording is strictly done on a
central server to prevent tampering with evidence.
Unique to RevBits PAM and powered by our native
clients, all database activity can be logged at the
individual SQL statement level. Command watchlists
and filtering are readily available while clickable
keylogs make navigating to relevant video segments
extremely easy.
EXTENSIVE REPORTING AND ANALYSIS
A large set of audit reports and metrics are available
as standard features. Custom detailed reporting and
analysis is provided through an easy-to-use, dynamic
query language which allows even non-technical users
to generate sophisticated reports.
BEHAVIOURAL ANALYTICS
RevBits PAM will gradually learn the usage pattern of
Privileged Accounts and proactively alert in case
anomalies are detected.
INTEGRATED WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
An integrated workflow engine and visual designer
allow for easy creation of even the most complex
multilevel approval workflows for granting access to
assets. For audit purposes all workflow execution
steps are recorded and stored.
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AUTOMATED ONBOARDING OF CLOUD ASSETS
Automated discovery and onboarding of assets for all
major cloud infrastructure providers.
AUTOMATED DATA MIGRATION AND ASSET ONBOARDING
FROM EXISTING PAM SOLUTIONS
To meet customer requirements for automated data migration
and asset onboarding from popular incumbent PAM solutions,
RevBits PAM developed technology to enable admins to
accomplish system migration efforts both swiftly and
cost-effectively.

Privileged Session Management
MONITORING AND RECORDING
Using native clients, Privileged Session Management
provides monitoring and recording for assets that are not
onboarded to PAM. Sessions can be keystroke and video
recorded.

Password Management
CUSTOMIZABLE PASSWORD MANAGEMENT
Password management module supports
authentication in common protocols such as web
applications, SSH/RDP/VNC servers and more.
HARDWARE TOKENS
Extend authentication security with hardware
security modules (HSMs), smart cards, USB
tokens, Near-Field Communications (NFC), and
RFID technologies.
COMPREHENSIVE PLATFORM COVERAGE
Native applications and browser plugins are
available for all major platforms and operating
systems. Operating systems include Windows,
Linux, Mac OS, iOS, Android (OS) and browsers
include Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Safari, IE and
Edge.
STOP ACQUISITION OF DATA IN MEMORY
Password manager will block unauthorized access
to process memory.

Service Account Management

Certificate Management

SERVICE ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
The module can scan and onboard service
accounts, scheduled tasks and IIS web
applications running under the context of
hard-coded credentials.

MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION
Configurable to require the use of multifactor
authentication for users to access network assets.

RUN SERVICES UNDER MANAGED CONTROL
Run selected services, applications, and
scheduled tasks under the context of a managed
service account.
PROPER SECURITY FOR SERVICES
Through the module, secure service account
passwords with automatic rotation and proper
maintenance.

CI/CD Integration
COMMON PIPELINE TOOLSET INTEGRATION
RevBits CI/CD module allows seamless
integration with the most popular CI/CD
pipeline toolsets. The module supports Jenkins,
Puppet, Terraform, OpenShift, Ansible, Docker,
Cloud Foundry, and Kubernetes with future
tools under development.
SECURE SECRET MANAGEMENT
Installing the RevBits CI/CD pipeline plug-in to
your current secure secrets management solution
across the CI/CD lifecycle, allows for easy
management of CI/CD users, credentials, and
assets.

PROTECTIVE SSL SCANNER
The SSL Scanner provides periodic updates on
expiring certificates, identifies weak hashing
algorithms
(in certificates) and other weaknesses in SSL
implementations.

Key Management
COMPLETE KEY MANAGEMENT
Generate symmetric and asymmetric keys and
encrypt, decrypt, sign and verify data, all in one
module with comprehensive source code samples.
ENSURED DATA SECURITY
All data is encrypted and decrypted in the
browser, never at the server - ensures that if
server is breached only encrypted data is
accessible. Keys never leave the device. (U.S.
Patent)
COMPREHENSIVE DASHBOARD
RevBits Privileged Access Management
dashboard provides administrators with a
complete overview of the status of passwords,
privileged sessions, keys and certificates.

ZERO-KNOWLEDGE ENCRYPTION

RevBits Privileged Access Management utilizes a zero-knowledge encryption model for maximum data security, where data encryption takes place
on the device. The encrypted data is stored on the server and the encryption key never leaves the device. Encryption keys can be derived from user
provided passwords (PBKDF) or from smart cards, HSM devices, USB keys, keyfiles and RFID/NFC tags.
FULL INTEGRATION

RevBits Privileged Access Management can be integrated into different directory services including Microsoft AD, LDAP and event managements
system i.e. SIEM. Additionally, for ease of integration, RevBits Privileged Access Management provides full API functionality with documentation and
sample source code in all common programming languages.
COMPLETE PASSWORD MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

RevBits Privileged Access Management Password Module includes native clients for all common operating systems and browsers, saves and files
all web application passwords. The Password Module also automatically provides strong password suggestions based on minimum password
policies. Additionally, zero-knowledge encryption is used to ensure safety and security of user passwords.
MODERN, EASY-TO-USE AND COMPREHENSIVE

RevBits Privileged Access Management regulates access to critical resources, captures keystrokes and video records all privileged sessions.
Fine-grained rules such as session length, days of the week, time of day and more control user access. Additionally, single-click server connections
eliminate the common, complex process of accessing critical infrastructure.
SIMPLIFY AND STREAMLINE KEY MANAGEMENT

Through the RevBits Privileged Access Management Key Management Module, users can easily generate and store encryption keys. The key
management library, which includes sample source code in all common programming languages, simplifies the processes of encrypting, decrypting,
signing and verifying data. This eliminates the need to store and safeguard the keys separately and write, test and implement cryptographic libraries.
REAL-TIME CERTIFICATE MONITORING

Scheduled or on-demand scanning detects and identifies all SSL servers in the network. The RevBits Privileged Access Management Certificate
Management Module reports all expired or soon-to-expire certificates and vulnerable implementations of SSL. The historical and current status of all
SSL servers and certificates are displayed in an easy to navigate dashboard with a single-click export feature.
DBA MONITORING

RevBits Privileged Access Management is uniquely designed to augment asset access management with DBA monitoring capability. Through unique
architectural design, critical database servers such as Oracle SQL, MSSQL, PostgreSQL, MySQL and Cassandra can be onboarded and access to
these servers by database administrators, can be monitored.
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